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 The current wave of COVID-19-related employment litigation 

 Whistleblower retaliation and safety complaints

 FFCRA, ADA, and FMLA claims

 Personal injury, workers’ compensation, and wrongful death 
claims

 Wage and hour issues

AGENDA AND SPEAKERS
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Note regarding Q&A: please use the Q&A feature in the Zoom window 
to submit your questions. All attendees will be muted and will be 
unable to verbally ask questions. Questions answered during the call 
will not be attributed to the participant who submitted the question. In 
the event we are unable to address all questions due to the time 
constraints, we will follow-up with you after the webinar.  
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Employment Litigation Storm On The Horizon

● Employment litigation lagged behind the consumer claims 

Time Compression

● Facts unfolding in real time as employees work remotely or perform 
essential services under ever-changing conditions, facing new risks 

Waves of Claims

● Every round of staff reductions, every termination, every policy change, 
renews potential for claims by employees
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Paid Leave

● Essential businesses need employees to come to work

● Employees fear coming to work

● Employees have ongoing childcare obligations

WARN Act

● Earlier, targeted furloughs and terminations

● COVID-19 as pretext for layoffs

ERISA 

● Underperformance will be scrutinized through COVID-19 lens

● Clear record of the rationale for certain investments, and clearly communicating the rationale to 
participants 

● Capital preservation 
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Disability Accommodation 

● Pre-existing conditions

● COVID-19 creates added risk

Retaliation Claims 

● Tension between “stay at home orders” and “essential business”

● Job abandonment 

Discrimination Claims 

● Pretext looms

● Furlough selection – legitimate business reason

Wage and Hour  

● No “force majeure” for wage-hour laws because COVID-19 was unexpected

● Working at home conundrum
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“WHISTLEBLOWER Litigation”

● More than 3,000 complaints filed with Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (“OSHA”)  - PENALTIES
– Workplace safety 
 Healthcare related claims
 Nursing home claims

● False Claims Act
– SBA administration of the Paycheck Protection Program created by the 

CARES Act

● Federal and State
– Related “violation of public policy claims”
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● Court granted Smithfield’s motion to dismiss plaintiffs’ request for emergency relief that would have 
required Smithfield to implement additional safety measures to protect employees against COVID-19

● At least where there is established guidance from agencies, during a public health emergency, courts 
will defer to the expertise of OSHA on occupational safety issues

RURAL COMMUNITY WORKER’S ALLIANCE ET AL V. 
SMITHFIELD FOODS, INC. ET AL. 
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● OSHA had requested information about COVID-19 prevention practices from Smithfield – a meat 
processing plant (essential business) by “Rapid Response Investigation” the day before the action 
was filed

● Before the hearing on the injunction: 
– Smithfield responded to the OSHA, and
– The CDC and OSHA issued new interim, supplemental guidance to meat-processing plants about how to deal with 

COVID-19

● Even after these developments, plaintiffs maintained that Smithfield was not abiding by the new 
guidance that was issued days before

● After considering fact and expert witnesses at the hearing the Court determined that OSHA, and not the 
Court, was best suited to evaluate compliance with the new guidance and dismissed the case without 
prejudice

RURAL COMMUNITY WORKER’S ALLIANCE ET AL V. 
SMITHFIELD FOODS, INC. ET AL., 
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This ruling may seem unsurprising, but the opinion is helpful to employers for at least a few 
reasons

1. Employees are not calling the shots
– This fact pattern – an employee with different ideas about what an employer might be doing in the 

moment to protect employees – is playing out in variant forms around the country
– We have seen a number of “overzealous” employees insisting the company take more and more extra 

protective measures beyond CDC and OSHA guidance
– We now have some authority to point to support the position that compliance with CDC/OSHA 

guidelines is sufficient, and whether there is compliance is determined by those agencies, not what 
individuals happen to think is best

RURAL COMMUNITY WORKER’S ALLIANCE ET AL V. 
SMITHFIELD FOODS, INC. ET AL., 
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2. Fact Finding

– The Court’s review of the fact and expert witnesses – and protections Smithfield had already 
put in place – reveals strengths and weaknesses in evidence from which employers can take 
some direction

3. Legal Analysis
– The Court’s application of the facts to the preliminary injunction standard provides some initial 

insight into how courts may evaluate irreparable harm, threat of imminent harm, and balancing of 
harms in the COVID-19/pandemic context

RURAL COMMUNITY WORKER’S ALLIANCE ET AL V. 
SMITHFIELD FOODS, INC. ET AL., 
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FFCRA, ADA, AND 
FMLA CLAIMS
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Employers with fewer than 500 employees must provide to all employees:
● Two weeks (up to 80 hours) of paid sick leave at the employee’s regular rate of pay where the employee is unable to 

work because the employee is quarantined (pursuant to Federal, State, or local government order or advice of a 
health care provider), and/or experiencing COVID-19 symptoms and seeking a medical diagnosis; or

● Two weeks (up to 80 hours) of paid sick leave at two-thirds the employee’s regular rate of pay because the 
employee is unable to work because of a bona fide need to care for an individual subject to quarantine (pursuant to 
Federal, State, or local government order or advice of a health care provider), or care for a child (under 18 years of 
age) whose school or child care provider is closed or unavailable for reasons related to COVID-19, and/or the 
employee is experiencing a substantially similar condition as specified by the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services

Employers with fewer than 500 employees must provide to employees who have worked at least 30 days:
● Up to an additional 10 weeks of paid expanded family and medical leave at two-thirds the employee’s regular rate 

of pay where an employee is unable to work due to a bona fide need for leave to care for a child whose school or 
child care provider is closed or unavailable for reasons related to COVID-19

FFCRA OVERVIEW
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Remedies are the same as those allowed under the FLSA and FMLA:
● Actual damages

● Liquidated damages

● Attorney fees

● Class actions? 

● Individual managers can be sued personally due to FLSA “employer” definition

FFCRA PENALTIES
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● Indiana: former employee suing large grocery company; alleging she had COVID-like symptoms and 
was terminated for alleged violation of attendance policy and should have received FFCRA leave
– Novel legal theory: although employer had more than 500 employees, plaintiff argues that it should be barred from 

arguing that it is exempt from the FFCRA because it voluntarily adopted a policy providing 14 days of paid leave for 
employees exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms

● Pennsylvania: former employee suing airline company; alleging interference with FFCRA rights and 
retaliation after she requested FFCRA leave to care for her child and was terminated a few days later

● New Jersey: former employee suing medical billing company; alleging denial of paid leave after being on 
doctor’s orders to self-quarantine

● Themes? Denial of leave, retaliation for requesting leave, and termination

FFCRA CLAIMS WE ARE SEEING
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● Designate an internal FFCRA expert or point person to oversee compliance

● Coordinate with outside counsel

● Train managers on how to deal with leave requests and to forward FFCRA 
inquiries/requests to the designated person(s)

● Make FFCRA benefit decisions fairly and consistently

● Comparators 

● Maintain supporting documentation for each leave request, correspondence about 
each request, and any potential denial/adverse action

FFCRA BEST PRACTICES
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ADA (applies to employers with 15 or more employees):
● Employers cannot make employment decisions because of an employee’s disability

● Prohibits discrimination against qualified individuals with a disability who with or without a reasonable 
accommodation can perform the essential functions of a job

FMLA (applies to employers with 50 or more employees):
● Certain eligible employees can take up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave in a rolling 12-month period

● Certain events are covered: birth or adoption of child or caring for a child; serious health condition of 
an employee, caring for employee’s spouse, child, or parent who has a serious health condition; and 
military family leave

● Upon return to work, an employee is entitled to reinstatement to his/her former position or an equivalent 
position with equal benefits, pay or other terms or conditions of employment

ADA & FMLA OVERVIEW
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ADA:
● California: former employee suing large grocery company; alleging that his coworkers and supervisors called him 

names and falsely accused him of having contracted COVID-19, refused to work with him, and that the behavior was 
so severe he was constructively terminated

● Texas: former employee suing construction company; alleging that he gave his employer a doctor’s note stating that 
he was at a heightened risk for COVID-19 because of his lung condition, and that the employer terminated him the 
next day

FMLA:
● Indiana: former employee suing large grocery company; alleging she had COVID-like symptoms and was terminated 

without receiving FMLA leave after missing work in violation of attendance policy

● Illinois: former employee suing health care company; alleging she was fired due to taking FMLA intermittent leave in 
the past and for requesting certain PPE

● Ohio: former employee suing financial trading company; alleging she was furloughed for taking FMLA leave 
previously and that the company interfered with her right to reinstatement after the leave

ADA & FMLA CLAIMS WE ARE SEEING
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● EEOC: “An employer must consider providing unpaid leave to an employee with a disability as a reasonable 
accommodation if the employee requires it, and so long as it does not create an undue hardship for the employer.”

● Court results:
 Nadaf-Rahrov v. Neiman Marcus Grp., Inc., 166 Cal. App. 4th 952 (2008) (the failure to continue extending 

monthly leave beyond 10 months required reversal of summary judgment to the employer)
 Epps v. City of Pine Lawn, 353 F.3d 588, 593, n. 5 (8th Cir. 2003) (a 6 month leave was all that was required. 

Because “Pine Lawn, a small municipality, could not reallocate Epps’s job duties among its small staff of fifteen 
to twenty-two police officers.”);

 Cleveland v. Fed. Express Corp., 83 Fed. Appx. 74, 79-80 (6th Cir. 2003) (denying summary judgment to 
employer and finding that fact issues existed as to whether request for 6 months of leave to deal with lupus 
constituted a reasonable accommodation); 

 Severson v. Heartland Woodcraft, Inc., 872 F.3d 476 (7th Cir. 2017) (finding that a 2-3 month leave request 
post-FMLA “beyond the scope of a reasonable accommodation under the ADA” but that a “short leave of 
absence—say, a couple of days or even a couple of weeks—may, in appropriate circumstances, be analogous 
to a part-time or modified work schedule” that qualifies as a reasonable accommodation.)

ADA: UNPAID LEAVE AS A REASONABLE 
ACCOMMODATION? 
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ADA:
● Ask questions (and, if needed, request medical documentation)

● Discuss the recommended accommodation

● Explore alternative accommodations

FMLA:
● Designate an internal point person; consult outside counsel along the way; train managers to bring 

issues to HR; maintain good record-keeping

Employer areas of pushback:
● ADA: undue hardship? Does the accommodation pose a direct threat? Is leave request indefinite? 

● FMLA: medical certification, uniform return to work policy

ADA & FMLA BEST PRACTICES
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PERSONAL INJURY, 
WORKERS’ 
COMPENSATION, 
AND WRONGFUL 
DEATH CLAIMS
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● State-by-state issue with general themes:
– Claims for work-related injuries and illnesses are handled through workers' compensation insurance
– Workers' compensation coverage is mandated in each state and typically includes compensation for 

medical expenses and lost wages for employees who are injured or become ill in the normal course 
of, and as a direct result of, their employment

– May provide damages for specific injuries or even death
– Exclusive remedy with exceptions

GENERAL FRAMEWORK
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Good News: All 50 states recognize occupational diseases as covered by 
workers’ compensation or a separate occupational disease statute
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Bad News: all but a few states recognize some form of exception to workers’ 
compensation as the exclusive remedy

• Gross negligence
• Willful/intentional misconduct
• Intentional torts

THEMES:
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● Illinois: family of deceased individual suing large retail store for wrongful death due to willful 
misconduct; alleging that the company failed to enforce social distancing guidelines, properly sanitize 
the store, provide sufficient personal protective equipment for employees, address the health concerns 
of workers with COVID-19 symptoms, or warn employees that they might be exposed

● Texas: family of deceased individual suing large food manufacturer for malicious and grossly 
negligent conduct; alleging that the company failed to provide PPE, negligently failed to protect 
employees against COVID, failed to supervise, failed to properly train, and failed to provide a safe 
workplace

● Texas: family of deceased individual suing large food manufacturer for gross negligence and wrongful 
death; alleging lack of PPE, lack of proper training, being told to report to work even while sick 

CLAIMS WE ARE SEEING
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● Failing to close a nonessential business;

● Reopening a workplace without satisfying Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration and other governmental guidelines;

● Failing to monitor the health of employees before permitting them to enter the workplace;

● Failing to provide personal protective gear or adequate hand-washing facilities;

● Insufficient cleaning or sterilization of workplace facilities; or

● Failing to make necessary workplace modifications to allow for social distancing between employees or 
between employees and customers

CONDUCT THAT MIGHT MEET EXCEPTIONS?? TBD
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● Promptly notify employees of suspected or confirmed workplace exposures, while protecting the privacy 
of sick employees by not revealing their identities

● Advising symptomatic employees to stay home

● Conducting health screenings of employees before they enter the workplace

● Providing appropriate PPE

● Frequently and thoroughly sanitizing workplaces, blocking off common areas, and possibly staggering 
shifts to minimize the number of workers in the workplace at the same time

● Document all of these practices, including the dates on which they were implemented

● Comply with all applicable guidelines from the CDC, OSHA, and states and cities as well as any 
industry-specific guidelines

BEST PRACTICES
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WAGE AND HOUR 
ISSUES
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FLSA requires you pay overtime to employees who are permitted – not required – to work 
● Need to manage non-exempt employees logging off when their schedule ends

OVERTIME PAY

28 https://webapps.dol.gov/elaws/whd/flsa/hoursworked/screen1d.asp
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Several states (e.g. California and Illinois) require employers to reimburse for reasonable work 
expenses for remote employees
● What do you need to provide?

– California: “necessary business expenses incurred by the employee in the performance of his/her work” [Fox v. 
Eclear International CO. Ltd., 2018 WL 6118525 (C.D.Cal., 2018) citing Cal. Labor Code § 2802]
 Pro rata share of cell phone bill [Cochran v. Schwan's Home Serv., Inc., 228 Cal. App. 4th 1137, 1144 (2014)]
 Internet expenses [Aguilar v. Zep Inc., 2014 WL 4245988 (N.D.Cal., 2014)]
 Office supplies
 Office furniture
 Other?

REIMBURSABLE BUSINESS EXPENSES
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States with required meal and rest breaks

MEAL AND REST BREAKS

30

How do you manage those 
who are working from 
home?
● Pop-up reminder on computer 

screens/emails/annual training

*

** *
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Some states have defined certain actions as compensable time
● Earlier this year, the California Supreme Court held that the time spent waiting in line for bag checks at 

the end of a shift is compensable
– Temperature taking
– Questionnaires at the beginning of shifts

COMPENSABLE TIME
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This material is for general information purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice or any other advice on any specific facts or circumstances. 
No one should act or refrain from acting based upon any information herein without seeking professional legal advice. McDermott Will & Emery* (McDermott) 
makes no warranties, representations, or claims of any kind concerning the content herein. McDermott and the contributing presenters or authors expressly 
disclaim all liability to any person in respect of the consequences of anything done or not done in reliance upon the use of contents included herein. 
*For a complete list of McDermott entities visit mwe.com/legalnotices.

©2020 McDermott Will & Emery. All rights reserved. Any use of these materials including reproduction, modification, distribution or republication, without the 
prior written consent of McDermott is strictly prohibited. This may be considered attorney advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

THANK YOU / QUESTIONS?

For additional information, please visit 
www.mwe.com/coronavirus
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